Introduction
Sorting is one of the most used and well investigated algorithmic problem [1] . Traditional postulation supposes the sorting data archived, and the elementary operation as comparisons of two numbers. In a view of appearance of new processors and applied problems with data streams, sorting changed its face. This changes and generalizations are the subject of investigation in the research below.
General notes, sorting of binary information
Let it is given a sequence of numbers n a a ,... 
Below a generalization of schemes from 2 to k -comparators will be brought.
One more notion is:
Theorem 1(the 0-1 principle).
If an n -scheme sorts all the n 2 1 0 − -sequences of length n , then it sorts any numeric sequences of length n .
3.
k) (n, Sorting Scheme k) (n, sorting scheme receives an n-length input and sorts k elements in one step. Let us denote the scheme size by k) S(n, . The simplest (n,3) scheme looks like:
This complexity might be reduced. Let us formulate some postulations: ) (n L be complexity of the algorithm for sorting n elements. The following theorem takes place:
The proof uses the following property of merge sort algorithm:
Lemma Let A be a decreasing sequence of n elements and B -an increasing sequence of m elements and n m ≥ . Then it is possible to merge A and B and obtain a sorted sequence of n m + elements by ) log( n m + operations.
We skip the proof of the lemma here. 
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